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REIDEMEISTER NUMBERS AND APPLICATIONS
TO THE FIXED POINT THEORY

SOON-Kyu KIM AND JINGYAL PAK

1. Introduction

Let I : X~X be a continuous map on a compact, connected, ANR X. In
the study of fixed point theorems for a map I, several interesting numbers,
namely the Lefschetz number L(I), the Nielsen number N(/), and the
fixed point index i(/, X, U) play important roles. In many cases, the Nielsen
number gives more complete geometric information about fixed points than
other numbers. However, the Nielsen number is hard to compute in general.
In an effort to compute the Nielsen number, Jiang was able to relate the
number to the Reidemeister number of the induced homomorphism 1# on the
fundamental group HI (X) where the space X is an H-space or a lens space
([1J, [9J). We note that the fundamental groups of these spaces are abelian,
and the Reidemeister number of a homomorphism from abelian group into
itself is readily computable in many cases. In the case when the fundamental
group of the space X is not abelian, almost nothing is known how to
compute the Nielsen number except a few isolated cases ([1J, [8J). In the
case when the space X is a compact, connected, aspherical polyhedron, if a
map I: X~X has non-zero Lefschetz number and the induced homomorph
ism h : HI (X) ~Hl (X) sends the fundamental group D1 (X) into its center
Z(H1(X», then the Nielsen number of I, N(I), and the Reidemeister nu
mber of h on D1 (X), R(/), are the same. This theorem is implicitly stated
in [1 : ch. VII].

In this paper, we:find a formula for R(/) without the aspherity condi
tion on the space, that is, the Reidemeister number of I is equal to that
of 1:11 restricted to the center of D1 (X) . This is used to show a similar
theorem to the above theorem of Brown. We also apply the Reidemeister
number to prove a product theorem for the Nielsen numbers of a fiber-pre
serving map triple (f, J, fb) on an orientable Hurewicz fibering.

We first study the Reidemeister numbers of homomorphisms on abstract
groups in Section 2. Then we relate the Reidemeister number and the Nielsen
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number of a map f: X--'>X in Section 3. In Section 4, we study a product
theorem for the Nielsen numbers of a fiber-preserving map triple on a Hure
wicz fibering.

2. Reidemeister numbers on abstract groups

Let h : G--'>G be a self homomorphism on a group G. Two elements a

and (3 in G are said to be the h-equivalent, a!:'-f3, if there exists an element
rEG such that a=rf3 h(r-1). This is an equivalence relation on G and div
ides G into' equivalence classes. The set of all equivalence classes of G is
denoted by G' (h) = {[aJ}. The cardinality of this set G' (h) is called the
Reidemeister number of h on G, and it is denoted by R (h) .

If G is an abelian group, then we define an addition in G' (h) by [aJ+
[(3J= [a+ (3J for elements [aJ and [(3J in G' (h). This is a well-defined
operation on G' (h) and makes G' (h) an abelian group. Let h' : H--'>H be a
homomorphism on an abelian group H. If i : H --'> G is a homomorphism such
that ih'=hi, then i(a) and i(f3) are h-equivalent whenever a and (3 are h'
equivalent. Thus the homomorphism i: H --'> G induces a mapping if! : H'
(h')--'>G'(h), which is defined by if!([aJ)=[i(a)J. It is easy to see that
the mapping if! : H' (h') --,>G' (h) is a homomorphism.

PROPOSITION 2. 1. Let h : G --'> G, h' : H --'> H, and i : H --'> G be homomor
phisms on abelian groups such that ih' =hi. If the homomorphism i is a monomor
phism and h(G) ci(H), then if! : H' (h')-+G' (h) is a monomorphism.

Proof: Let if! ([aJ)=iif([f3J), [aJ, [(3JEH'(h'). Then there exists an
element rEG such that i(a) =r+i(f3) -h(r). Since her) Ei(H), there exists
an element oEH such that her) =i(o). Therefore, we have i(a) =r+i((3)
-i(o). This implies that the element r belongs to i(H). Let r=i(7j) for
an element 7jEH. Then i(a)=i(7j)+i((3)-h(i(7j»=i(7j)+i((3)-i(h'(7j».
Since i is a monomorphism, we have a=7j+(3-h'(7j), 7jEH, that is, [a]
=[(3J in H' (h').

We note that if G is not an abelian group, then Reidemeister classes
G' (h) may not be a group. Furthermore, the cardinality of inverse images
of elements in Gf (h) under i# : H' (h') -+G' (h) are not the same even if H
is a subgroup of G, i is the inclusion, and h(G) cH. The cardinality of
i#-I([aJ), [aJEG'(h), plays an important role in Section 3.

In the case when G is not abelian, the induced mapping if! : H' (h') --,>G'
(h') is not a homomorphism. However, we show that if i: H-+G is a
monomorphism from an abelian group H, then if! is an injective mapping.
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PROPOSITION 2. 2. Let h : G-+G be a homomorphism on a group G (not
necessarily an abelian group), and let h' : H-+H be a homomorphism on an
abelian group H. If i : H-+G is a monomorphism such that ht"=ih', and if
h(G) Ci(H), then ill : H'(h')-+G'(h) is an injective mapping.

The proof is similar to the one of Proposition 2. 1. If H is a subgroup of
a group G, then the collection of all elements [a] of G' (h) such that [a] n
H* 0, that is, af:....,f3 for an element f3EH, will be called the Reidemeister
classes of h restricted to H, and it will be denoted by H' (h). If H is an
invariant subgroup of G under the homomorphism h : G--G, that is, h(H) C

H, then the cardinaIity of H' (h IH) is bigger than the cardinaIity of H' (h).
If G is not an abeIian group, then H' (h) may not have a group structure.
However, if h : G-+G sends the whole group G into the center Z of G,
then the Reidemeister classes of h restricted to Z, Z' (h), is an abelian group.

PROPOSITION 2.3. Let Z be the center of the group G, and let h: G--G
be a homomorphism such that h (G) cZ. Then Z' (h) form an abelian group
and two sets Z' (h) and G' (h) are the same.

h
Proof: We note that Z'(h) = {[a]EG'(h) Ia '""'-'13 for an element f3EZ}. Let

[a], [13] be elements in Z' (h). We need to show that the operation defined by

[a] [13] = [af3] is well-defined and closed in Z' (h). We know that al:-a' and

. f3l!:.,f3' for elements a',f3'EZ, that is, there exist elements 710 72EG such that
a=71a'h(71-1), and f3=72f3'h(72- 1). Let 7172=7 E G. Since a', 13', and h(71-1)
are elements of Z, we have ra'/3'h (r-1) =rlr2a'13'h ((71r2) -1) =rlr2a'13'h(r2-1)
h (rI-I) = rla' r2f3'h (72-1) h (71-1) = 71a'f3h (71-1) =71a' h (71-1) 13 = af3, that is,

af3l:.-a'/3'. Thus [a] [13] = [af3] is a well-defined operation and [a] [13] = [af3J
= [a'f3'] = [a'] [13'] E Z' (h). Obviously, we have [a] [13] = [13] [a] since [a'f3']
=[f3'a']. Let [a]EZ'(h). Then [aa-I] = [e] = [a-la]. Therefore [a-1]=
[a]-1 in Z' (h). This proves that Z' (h) is an abelian group. By the defin
ition of Z'(h), we have Z'(h)cG'(h). On the other hand, if [a]EG'(h),

then a=ah(a) h(a-1) , that is, a~h(a) and h(a)EH. Thus [a]EZ'(h).

COROLLARY 2.4. Let h : G -+ G be a homomorphism on a group G, and let
H be an abelian subgroup of G such that h(G) cH. If h'=hIH, then ill:
H' (h') --C' (h) is a bijective mapping. Furthermore, if G is also abelian, then
ill is an isomorphism.

Proof: We know that a=ah(a) h(a-l) for any class [a]EG'(h). Since
h(a) EH, [a]EH'(h). Therefore G'(h)=H'(h). By Proposition 2.2, we

see that ill : H' (h') --G' (h) =H' (h) is injective. Since a!!::'-/3 is equivalent to
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al!:.-j3, ill! : H' (h')~H' (h) is also surjective. If G is also abelian, then Propo
sition 2. 1 implies that ill! is an isomorphism.

REMARK 2. 5. Let H be a subgroup of a group G, and let h'= hI H for
a homomorphism h : G~G. We consider the following equivalence relations
on H:

(1) Two elements a, /3EH are equivalent if there exists an element rEG
such that a=a/3h(r-l).

(2) Two elements a, /3EH are equivalent if there exists an element rEH
such that a=a/3h(;-l).

(3) Two elements a,.BEH are equivalent if there exists an element rEH
such that a=a/3h'(r) under the assumption h'=hIH: H~H.

We denote the cardinality of corresponding equivalence classes on H of
type (i) by Ri (h), i=l, 2, 3. The type (1) is equivalent to the usual defini
tion. Therefore, the equivalence classes of type (1) is H' (h), the Reideme
ister classes of h restricted to H. We have clearly that Rl(h) ~R2(h), and
R 2(h)=Rs(h) if H is invariant under h: G-'>G, that is, h'=hIH: H-'>H.
Thus, if h(G) cH, then Rs (h) (=cardinality of H' (h')) is equal to the
Reidemeister number of f, R (h), and R (h) = Rl (h) by Corollary 2.4. Thus,
we have R(h) =Rl (h) =R2(h) =R3 (h).

3. Nielsen numbers and Reidemeister numbers of maps

Let X be a compact, connected ANR, and f : X~Y be a continuous map
such that the Lefschetz number L (f) is not zero. We denote the set of
:fixed points of f by (/)(f) = {xEXlf(x) =x}. We say that two points Xo
and Xl in (/)(f), are f-equivalent if there is a path c : I~X such that e(O)
=Xo, e(l) =Xh and the path fe : I-'>X is homotopic to e relative to end
lloints. The f-equivalence is an equivalence relation on (/) (f). The equiva
lence classes are called fixed point classes of f. It is known that the set ,of
fixed points classes of a map f on a compact, connected, ANR space X is
fulite. We denote the set of fixed point classes of f by (/)' (f) = {Fh ••• , Fn}.

We say that a fixed point class Fj of f is essential if the fixed point index
i(F) =i(X,f, Vi) *0. (see [1]). The Nielsen number of the map f, N(f),
is defined to be the number of fixed point classes of f that are essential. A
fixed point theorem with this number is that any continuous map g: X---X
homotopic to f has at least N ( f) fixed points.

The map f : X-->X induces the homomorphism f lIi : HI (X, xo) -->HI (X, xo),
where the base point Xo is taken in (/) (f) and it will be omitted in the
sequel. We define the Reidemeister number of f, R (f) , to be the Reide
meister number of the induced homomorphism h : Hl(X)-->Hl(X), that is,
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R(f) =the cardinality of (D1(X»'(/#) in the notation of Section 2. Then
we have N (f) 5, R (f) , [1]. Let Map (X, X) be the set of all continuous
self maps on X. Define a map p : Max(X, X)~X by peg) =g(xo), xoE<P(f),
then p induces a homomorphism Pi,! : D1 (Max (X, X), f) ~D1 (X, xo) = D1 (X) .
The ]iang subgroup T(f, xo) of D1 (X) is the image of the homomorphism
pi,!. As in Section 2, (D1(X»' (/#) denotes the set of equivalence classes
of Dl (X) under /#-equivalence, and T' (f~) denotes the classes of (Dl (X»)'
(h) which contain elements of T(f). The Jiang number, J(f), is defi
ned to be the cardinality of T'(h). Then we have J(f) 5,N(f), [1]. If
Dl (X) = T(f), then all the fixed point classes of f have the same index,
and there is at least one essential fixed point class of f since L (f) =1= O.
Thus, in this case, the Nielsen number N(f) is equal to the cardinalityof
<P'(f), and J(f)=N(f)=R(f), [1].

In [1: Ch. VIIJ, it is implicitly stated that if a map f : X->X on a com
pact, connected, aspherical polyhedron has non-zero Lefschetz number, and
if the induced homomorphism h : Dl (X) ----+D1 (X) sends D1 (X) into the center
Z(D1 (X» of D1 (X), then N(f)=R(f). If we assume that h(D1(X»cZ
(Dl (X», then Propositions in Section 2 imply the following theorem without
the aspherity condition on X.

THEOREM 3.1. Let f: X ----+ X be a continuous map on a compact, connected,
ANR X such that L (f) =1=0. If h (D1 (X» cZ (D1 (X», then R(f) = the car
dinality of (Z(D1 (X»)' (h') =R(f/), where f/ -h Iz(Dl(X)): Z(D1 (X»

----+Z(Dl(X». Thus R(f)=R(f/)=order ( (l-::,~~i:U:(X»») since

Z (Dl (X» is an abelian group.

COROLLARY 3.2. Let X be a compact, connected, aspherical polyhedron, and
f: X----+X be a continuous map such that L(f) =1=0. If h(D1 (X» cZ(Dl(X»,
then R(h') =J(f) =N(f) =R(f).

Proof: Since X is aspherical and fi,!(Ul(X»cZ(Dl(X», we have Z(Dl

(X»cT(f)=D1 (X), Cl: p. 103]. Thus we have (Z(Dl(X»)'(fi,i)cT'
(/#)= (D1 (X»'(f;;), where (Z(Dj(X»)'(fi,i) is the Reidemeister classes
of f~ restricted to Z(D1 (X». This implies that J(f) =R(f) =N(f). We
have also R(f) =R(J/) by Theorem 3.1. Therefore, we have R(f/) =

J(f)=N(f)=R(f)=order ( (l-f~,~~~f;:(X») ).

Now we reexamine an example given in [1 : p. 108J in our context.

EXAMPLE 3. 3. Let M g be a connected sum of (g+ 1) -copies of an 2
dimensional real projective space RP2, where g:?:2. Then M g =RP12i,i ... jf
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Rp2g +1 is a connected, aspherical polyhedron. If g is even, let m=g/2,
then 111(Mg) = {ab ..•, am, 810 ••• , {3m, e I[al{31J [a2{32]. .•[am{3m]e2= I}, where

[ai{3i]=ai{3iai-1{3i-1. If g is odd, let m g;l, 111(Mg) = fah ..., a m+h{3h

... , {3m, eI[al{31J··{am{3mJam+18am+l-le=1}. For any g~2, let f: Mg~Mg be
a map so that f14(al)=aln, n>l, ifr(aj)=l for j=f=l, f14({3k)=l for all k,
and f'4(e) =1. Then we have L(f) *0, and the image h(1I1(Mg» = {aln}

is an abelian subgroup of 1I1 (Mg ). Let H denote the image group {al n}.

Then the centralizer of H in 111 (Mg ). Z ( {aln} , 111 (Mg» contains H. Thus,
we have HcZ ( {aln} , 111(Mg» c T( f) clIl (Mg) , [1, p. 102]. Then by
Corollary 2. 4, there is a bijective mapping between the Reidemeister classes;
H' (h')~(T(f»'(ifi IT(f»~(lIl(Mg»' (h), when fi hi H. Therefore,
the cardinality of H'(fi)=the cardinality of (lIl(Mg»'(h)=R(f)=J(f).
We also know that cardinality of H' (h') = 11-ni, [1: p. 104J. Hence
we have 11-nl=J(f)sN(f)sR(f)=11-nl, that is, N(f)=11-nl.

4, Product theorems of fiber-preserving maps

Let ~= (E, P, B) be an orientable Hurewicz regular fibering, where E, B,
and p-I(b), bEB, are connected, compact, metric ANR's. A fibering is said
to be orientable if the translation map r : p-I(b)~p-l(b), defined by r(e)
=A(e, (j) (1) for every loop (j) at b in B, is homotopic to the identity,
where A is a regular lifting ftinction for the fibering~. If a continuous
mapf:E~E preserves fibers, that is, f(p-I(b»Cp-I(b'), then it induces
a continuous map l: B~B such that pf lp, and a continuous map fb:
p-I(b)~p-l(b), foreachbEB, defined by fb(e) = A(f(e),(j) (1) for each eE
p-I (b) , where (j) is a path from J(b) to b in B. The triple (f,],fb) : ~~~
is called a fiber-preserving map triple. It is known that the Nielsen number,
N(fb) , of the map fb is independent of the choice of paths (j) from J(b) to
b and points b in B, [2J and [6J. It is well known that Lefscehetz numbers
of a fiber-preserving map triple satisfy the relation L(f) =L(J) ·L(fb),
bER. However, the corresponding result for Nielsen numbers is false,
[4J, [12]. If the space involved in ~ have abelian fundamental groups, then
there is a complete solution to the problem of product relations between
Nielsen numbers, [5J, [l1J, [12J, and [13]. That is, if L(f) *0, then
there exists an invarint P(f) such that N(f) ·P(f) =N(l) ·N(fb). If
the fundamental groups of the spaces involved are not abelian, then only
partial solutions can be found in [2J, [4J, [5J, [7J and [11].

We assume here that the fundamental groups of fibers are abelian, and
that the homomorphism il/i : 1I1(p-I(b»~1I1(E), induced by the inclusion
i : p-1(b)~lIl(E), sends lll(p-I(b» into the center of lI(E). As in section
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3, <1>(g) denote the set of fixed points of a self map g : X~X, and <1>' (g)

= {Ft> .••, Fn} denote the set of fixed point classes of g. We also denote the
Reidemeister classes of g II on Dl (X) by (Dl (X) )' (g ll) . If L ( f) :f: 0, then
there exists at least one essential fixed point classes of g, and there exists
a one-ta-one function 9: (/)'(g)~Hl(X»'(gll)' We note that 9 is onto if
T(g) =Dl (X).

Now we prove a product theorem for Nielsen numbers for a fiber-preser
ving map triple.

THEOREM 4.1. Let d= (E,p, B) be as be/ore, and let (f,],fb) be a fiber
preserving map triple such that L (/) *0. Assume Dl (p-l (b» is abelian and
induced homomorphism ill : Dl (p-l (b» ~Hl (E) sends HI (p-l (b» into the center

of Dl(E). Then there exists a constant P(f) such that N(f) . P(f)=N(J)

. N(!b).

Proof: Since L (f) :f: 0, there exists at least one essential fixed point class
F of f. We know that there exists a one-ta-one function 9: <1>' (f )~
(Dl (E) )' (h) . Let FE (/)' (f) be an essential fixed point class containing a
point e. Then p (F) is also an essential fixed point class of J in B containing
P (e) =b. This is done in [2J for a locally trivial fibering on polyhedra.
But by Fadell [5J and by [l1J, it is also true for a Hurewicz fibering on
compact, connected, ANR spaces. We map the essential fixed point classes
of h in p-l(b) nF(:f:0) into FE <1>' (f). We do this for every essential
fixed point classes in <1>' (f) such that p-l(b) nF:f:0. Then this function in
duces a function from the set of all essential fixed point classes in (/)' (fb)

to the set of all essential fixed point classes in <1>' (f). Since there is a one
to-one map between fixed point classes into the Reidemeister classes, we
have

e (<1>' (!b) t?----.
1: 1

(Z(Dl (E»' (h)

c(Hl(M»'(h) i;l e(<1>'(f»,

where e (/)' (f» denote the set of all essential fixed point classes in <1>' (f),
and ill is induced by the homomorphism ill: Dl (p-l (b» ~ Dl (E). Since
Dl(p-l(b» and Z(Dl(M» are abelian, ill is a homomorphism. Therefore,
the order of ill-l(e) for any eE(Z(Dl(E»)'(f/if) are the same. Let P(f)

denote this number. Thus the number of essential fixed point classes of fb

in p-l(b) nF which are mapped to F is exactly P(f), and this number is
a constant for each essential fixed point class F in (/)' (f) such that p-l (b)

n F:f: 0. Then over each essential fixed point class of J in (Dl (B»' (J /if),
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there lies precisely N(fb)/P(f) essential fixed point classes off. Therefore,
we have N(f)=N(!)'N(fb)/P(f), since! has N(!) essential fixed
point classes.

COROLLARY 4.2. In the above theorem, if the induced homomorphism illi :
III (p-l (b)) --'>lll (E) is a monomorphism and f IIi (Z (lll (E))) cilli (lll (p-l (b)),
then P(f)=l, hence we have N(f)=N(!) ·N(fb).

This follows by Corollary 2. 4.
An example of this kind is given in [l1J. We repeat it here for the

readers.

EXAMPLE 4.3. Let (M, Th) be a toral group action on a compact, con
nected orientable aspherical manifold. Then the orbit space B=M/ Th is an
aspherical manifold and F= (M, p, B) becomes a (singular) fibering, where
p : M--'>B is the projection map. Let f : M --'> M be a fiber preserving map
such that L ( f) =1= o. Then there exists at least one essential fixed point class
F of f. Let eEF and p(e) =bEp(F) in B. Then p(F) is also an essential
fixed point class of! in B. If a: Th(~p-l(b»--'>Mis defined by a(t)=te,
for all tE T", then a induces a monomorphism alii: lll(Th)--'>lll(M), which
sends III (Th) into the center of Z of III CM). Therefore, by Theorem 4. 1,
there exists a number PCf) such that N(f)P(f) =N(!) ·N(fb). In
particular, if flli (Z) Calli (lll (Th)), then we have a product relation, N(f)
=N(!) ·N(fb).
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